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Share or comment on this article: Locals lose battle to stop 360 homes being built
on picturesque 'Watership Down' farmland

Locals lose battle to stop 360 homes
being built on picturesque farmland that
inspired Watership Down

The Richard Adams novel is about a family of rabbits threatened by bulldozers

By MILO POPE
PUBLISHED: 11:43 EDT, 25 April 2024 | UPDATED: 11:58 EDT, 25 April 2024

Residents have lost their fight to stop hundreds of homes being built on farmland
which inspired the hit Hollywood film Watership Down.

Richard Adams' 1972 novel told the story of a young rabbit who has a vision of his
land being destroyed by bulldozers at Sandleford and journeys with his group to
Watership Down.

Now the controversial plan to build 360 new homes at Sandleford Park has been
approved by West Berkshire councillors.

In 2011 Richard Adams, who grew up near Sandleford, criticised plans to build 2,000
houses in the area.

The author, who died in 2016, said at the time 'It's a beautiful piece of open country
and the most beautiful area south of Newbury. The very idea of building on it makes
your gorge rise.'

Locals have lost their battle to stop hundreds of new homes being built on farmland which
inspired Watership Down

A look at the housing plans which were submitted by Donnington New Homes in July last year

A scene taking from the film Watership Down, which came out in 1978
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At the council meeting last night, officers recommended approval for developers
Donnington New Homes' plan for 360 houses, despite more than 100 objections.

Councillor Denise Gaines, portfolio holder for highways, housing and sustainable
travel, insisted the homes were 'desperately needed'.

'I know how many people are currently on
my housing list and are waiting for homes,
how many people are in temporary
accommodation in our hotels and even
the Travelodge.

'These people have been there for some
time. This is not an ideal situation in
2024.'

Phantom of the Opera composer Lord
Andrew Lloyd Webber's mansion, set in a
5,000-acre country estate, is close to
Watrership Down.

It's also on the doorstep of Highclere
Castle, where Downton Abbey was set.

Approval of the new homes shows how
the need for housing is coming up against
the desire to protect some of Britain's
most cherished landscapes.

Richard Adams wrote the novel for his
children and in 1978 it was turned into a
hugely successful tear-jerking Hollywood
movie, and the chart-topping song 'Bright
Eyes' by Art Garfunkel.

Thousands of Watership Down fans flock to the site each year to follow in the
footsteps of the family of rabbits.

And in a real-life echo of the storyline, protesters fighting the housing development
say beautiful protected habitats and ancient woodlands would be at risk.

Richard, who died aged 96 in 2016, spoke out passionately against the proposals
before his death.

Among those who objected to the development site was the author of Watership Down,
Richard Adams

In Adams' iconic novel, rabbits flee Sandleford Warren (pictured in the film) , which is about to
be destroyed by bulldozers

A look at the plans from Bloor Homes to build 1,00 new homes at Sandford

'It is my firm belief that to build on the quiet meadows of Sandleford would be an ugly
invasion, a nasty wound to one of the loveliest retreats in all Berkshire and Hampshire.

'I understand that houses need to be built, and that people need homes to live in.

'But any dispassionate examination of the
situation leads to the emphatic conclusion
that this land should not be built on. If
Sandleford goes for development, it will
be the thin end of the wedge.

'Once an area of countryside has been
broken into for development, the process
continues until the whole area has been
ruined. I might be dead, but how will you
feel about that?'

Developers eyeing huge profits have been
trying to build on the site since it was
identified as a 'preferred' site for housing
in 2010.

Campaign group Say No To Sandleford
have vowed to continue the fight, saying
the plans will 'surround the ancient
woodlands in a wall of concrete'.

Their petition, signed by thousands of
people, states 'It is astounding that this
area holds seven ancient woodlands in
close proximity, developing naturally and
dating from before 1600.

'These woodlands are linked and provide
the sole habitat for many species of animal and plant, many protected in the UK such
as the hazel dormouse, barbastelle bat, fieldfare thrush and the lapwing.

'The ancient wood pasture and parkland contain ancient trees and historic hedgerow,
all of which is under threat.'

It lies just to the east of the latest planning application from Donnington New Homes

Locals pictured protesting about the development of the Sandlford site

One person signing it posted 'I believe in saving our woodlands against unnecessary
over development just for the sake of maximising profit.'

Another wrote 'This is a national disgrace to allow ancient woodland and habitats to
be ripped up by greedy, irresponsible and arrogant developers.

'There are too many houses being built in Britain and too many owning second
homes. When will this madness end?'

Protesters say a beautiful stretch of countryside, home to rare birds and butterflies -
and rabbits - will be destroyed and views of Watership Down will be wrecked.

The developers say there would be a 15m buffer between developed areas and
ancient woodlands.

The Woodland Trust said the development would destroy historic ancient woodland.

The Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire Wildlife Trust said the area was vital
to preserve rare natural ecology.

They said 'We have objected to the building plans on the basis of the detrimental
impact it will have on the habitat of local wildlife and made a series of
recommendations including larger buffer zones to protect the site's ancient
woodlands.'

Downton Abbey Andrew Lloyd Webber
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Taylor Swift explains
the meaning behind My
Boy Breaks All His
Favorite Toys... after
Matty Healy responded
to her diss track The
Smallest Man Who Ever
Lived

Angelina Jolie turns
up heat in war with
Brad Pitt over $500M
winery Miraval as
lawyers call his
requests for NDAs
'unreasonable' and
'abusive'
Ongoing eight-year
battle

Major boost for
Charles in his battle
with cancer: King is
given permission to
return to public-facing
duties next week after
'pleasing' medics 

Bachelor
vet JoJo Fletcher is
ready for summer as
she shares bikini
images by a swimming
pool in Palm Springs
Showed off he figure

EXCLUSIVE

1000-Lb Sisters star
Tammy Slaton
showcases her
stunning weight-loss
transformation once
again as she slips into
an off-the-shoulder
dress 

Lori Loughlin reveals
she has found the
secret to happiness
five years after college
admissions scandal
which saw her jailed for
two months
Revealed her secret

Ryan Reynolds pays
emotional tribute to
late Deadpool &
Wolverine production
designer Ray Chan
following his
unexpected death as
star reflects on last
conversation

The countdown to
Mother's Day is on and
Amazon has the gifts
she'll LOVE from Beats,
Laura Geller, Tory
Burch, Ryka, and more -
and prices start at just
$16
SHOPPING

Taylor Swift is BOOED
by Pat McAfee's
audience while
interviewing NFL
Commissioner Roger
Goodell in Detroit 
Booed by live audience

Taylor Swift and
Travis Kelce look
smitten as they sit next
to one another during
romantic LA dinner
date - two weeks
before star will resume
The Eras Tour in Europe

ADVERTISEMENT

Newly-single Ryan
Seacrest, 49, looks
chipper as he poses
with fans and pets a
dog in FIRST sighting
since split from Aubrey
Paige, 27, was revealed
He's back on the market

Sharon Stone, 66,
breaks down in TEARS
during very emotional
moment as she names
the people she would
risk her life for: 'They
get me and I get them'
Actress opened up

Doja Cat SLAMS
parents taking their
children to her racy
shows in expletive-
laden social media rant
and declares: 'I don't
make music for
children!'

Zendaya's racy
Challengers three-way
kiss scene with Josh
O'Connor and Mike
Faist was NOT
originally scripted as
director Luca
Guadagnino gives BTS
details

Dean McDermott's ex-
wife Mary Jo Eustace
slams Tori Spelling as
'desperate' after 90210
star told him she filed
for divorce on podcast:
'It's just low!'
She didn't hold back

Lose fat fast: Boost
your metabolism and
curb cravings with this
all-natural $20
supplement
SHOPPING

Bag charms are the
BIGGEST new style
trend for summer - and
they're even getting the
DESIGNER treatment as
brands like Chanel
and Hermès jump in on
the craze

Poppy Harlow
becomes latest CNN
casualty as she leaves
network after almost
two decades in wake of
morning show
cancelation
Announced her
departure

Have Jill Duggar and
Derick Dillard
REUNITED with Jim Bob
and Michelle? Reality
star parents attend
memorial service for
couple's stillborn after
bitter estrangement

Could Robert Downey
Jr. RETURN as Iron
Man? Avengers
directors speak out
after the actor said he
would 'happily' reprise
his iconic role

ADVERTISEMENT

Meet Caleb Williams'
new girlfriend Alina
Thyregod after her red
carpet debut at the NFL
Draft in Detroit
She's dating the star
and making an
impression

Travis Kelce loves
Patrick and Brittany
Mahomes' 'fire' red
carpet pictures from
TIME100 gala in New
York - where they met
one of Taylor Swift's
besties!

Rebel Wilson steps
out in glamorous red
dress as she's seen for
the first time since
Sacha Baron Cohen
broke his silence on her
redacted memoir's UK
release

Maria Bello, 57, and
Dominique Crenn
appear MARRIED as
they both flash
wedding rings at the
Time 100 Gala... after
promising a spring
2024 wedding
Did they already marry?

Reduce cleaning time
for under $18: Prevent
dust and insects
entering your home
with a magnetic screen
door that shoppers call
'unexpectedly life-
changing'
SHOPPING

Kanye West's Yeezy
Porn studio will be like
'nothing we've ever
seen before' says
Stormy Daniels' ex-
husband - as he and
the rapper mull a
collaboration

Make-up free Sydney
Sweeney, 26, and
fiance Jonathan
Davino, 40, put on a
loved-up display at
LAX... after her co-star
Glen Powell admitted
they 'leaned into'
romance rumors

Tiffany Haddish says
she never had a chance
to grieve her
grandmother's death
properly while filming
Haunted Mansion: 'My
world fell apart'

King's own cancer
battle has been an
inspiration to his
'beloved daughter in
law': How Charles paid
tribute to Kate - and
was the reason she
bravely went public

Shakira speaks out
about making
'sacrifices' and
remaining 'loyal' in the
hope of finding lasting
love following her split
from Gerard Piqué after
11 years and two kids

ADVERTISEMENT

R Kelly LOSES bid to
quash 20-year jail
sentence for child sex
attacks in Chicago but
vows 'our fight is not
over' 

Heidi Klum's daughter
Leni, 19, puts on a VERY
busty display as she is
joined by a glamorous
Iris Law, 23, at David
Yurman event in New
York
Leni posed up a storm 

One sells every nine
MINUTES! This
Australian tanning
brand is now back in
stock in the US - and
it's loaded with natural
oils that promote the
deepest bronze glow
imaginable
SHOPPING

Kanye West is sued
for 'screaming at black
Donda Academy staff,
paying them less than
their white colleagues
and forcing them to cut
off their dreadlocks'
Legal woes for Kanye

Ashley Tisdale
displays her baby bump
in crop top and 'the only
jeans that will fit me
right now'
After announcing her
second pregnancy 

Linda Evangelista, 58,
looks elegant in satin at
screening of
docuseries The Super
Models after revealing
she 'no longer feels
guilty' over botched
cosmetic surgery

King Charles and
Queen Camilla look
happy and relaxed in
new portrait released
by Palace after being
taken on their 19th
wedding anniversary
earlier this month

Jennifer Lopez, 54,
models her funkiest
look yet with DIRTY
jeans as she seems to
have given her stylist
the week off while
taking Met Gala
meetings

'MeToo' BACKFIRES!
Harvey Weinstein may
walk free - and, warns
MAUREEN CALLAHAN,
the desperate media
mob and rotten US
justice will be to blame

Taylor Swift matches
Madonna as having the
most number one
albums of any female
artist in UK chart
history amid release
of The Tortured Poets
Department

ADVERTISEMENT

King Charles
cancer latest: Major
update on monarch's
health as palace
confirm he will resume
public duties after
positive response to
treatment

LIVE

'Best footcare product
on the market!' Summer
is here and shoppers
say this foot peel works
'MIRACLES' in removing
dry skin and cracked
heels (and they're
reduced to under $7)
SHOPPING

Rebel Wilson thanks
people for
'acknowledging my
experiences with
Sacha Baron Cohen' -
amid legal battle over
memoir branding him
an 'a**hole'

Today host Hoda Kotb
reveals how she would
reject potential
romantic suitors - as
she slams ghosting as
the 'cowardly way out'
After discussing red
flags

When was King
Charles diagnosed with
cancer? And when did
he first go back to
work? A timeline of the
events that led to
today's update

Reese Witherspoon,
48, beams beside mini-
me daughter Ava
Phillippe, 24, at starry
launch of Tiffany & Co.
Blue Book collection in
Beverly Hills
They looked like sisters

Kylie Jenner proves
she does NOT have a
baby bump in new
video that flaunts her
flat tummy... after
rumors she is
expecting Timothee
Chalamet's child

Somber Ashley Judd
makes first public
outing since slamming
decision to overturn
one of Harvey
Weinstein's rape
convictions
Spotted in New York
City

Ncuti Gatwa is
'terrified' as launch of
his first full Doctor Who
series rapidly
approaches - as he
talks about being the
first queer Time Lord 

Don't mess with Alina!
Gun-toting Trump
lawyer Habba shows
off her impressive skills
- as she shoots down
her targets with ease
Donald Trump's lawyer

ADVERTISEMENT

Is your shower drying
out your skin? Almost
ALL users of this 4-
step bath ritual
experienced softer skin
in just 21 days and you
can save 10% if you
shop now
SHOPPING

Selena Gomez is 'sad'
that beauty standards
are 'very unrealistic'
adding she has 'spent
years' trying to look a
'certain' way: 'It was a
waste of time'
Star at TIME100 Summit

Kyle Richards wears a
necklace with all four of
her kids' names on it...
amid estrangement
from husband Mauricio
Umansky and swirling
romance rumors with
Morgan Wade

Kelly Clarkson, 42,
flaunts her slender
figure in belted denim
jeans after dramatic
weight loss as she tries
to make homemade
pasta
Stunned on her own
show

Selling Sunset's
Christine Quinn claims
her estranged husband
Christian Richard is
hiding out to avoid
being served her
restraining order
They share one child

SARAH VINE: This has
been the making of
King Charles: Like so
many families who face
serious illness, the
shock and realization of
what's at stake has
united the royals

Queen Mary of
Denmark wears the
palace's stunning
crown jewels for the
first time - but not
everyone's convinced
it's the best look
She's the new Queen

SATC fans brand
Carrie 'toxic, horrid,
flawed and
insufferable' and insist
she 'monopolizes every
conversation' as
unearthed clip goes
viral 

Return to work will be
'therapeutic' for King
Charles and getting
back to 'normality'
could speed up his
cancer recovery, top
expert Professor Karol
Sikora claims

Naomi
Campbell, Cindy
Crawford, Christy
Turlington and Linda
Evangelista attend
screening of their
Apple TV series
Supermodels from
1990s

ADVERTISEMENT

Selling Sunset's
Emma Hernan puts on a
sultry display in a tight
unbuttoned dress and
fox-eye sunglasses as
she takes to the streets
of London
Real estate reality star

Arc De Triumph! Tom
Cruise flashes a broad
smile as he rides a
motorbike in
Paris during Mission
Impossible 8 filming
Hollywood legend is 61

Emily In Paris star Lily
Collins shares behind
the scenes pictures
from the make-up chair
as she wraps up filming
season four in France
before heading to Rome
Model dressed for
spring

Lily Collins shows off
her wild curly locks as
she heads to Rome to
film season four of
Emily In Paris
The actress, 35, is four
days into shooting 

Antiques Roadshow
guest receives
SHOCKING appraisal
after learning the
secret history of her
grandma-in-law's pearl
necklace
One-of-a-kind pearl and
diamond necklace 

The royals opening up
about their battles with
cancer: How King
Charles, Kate
Middleton and Fergie
have broken with
tradition to reveal their
health struggles

Anya Taylor-Joy is
ethereal in a golden
corset gown alongside
Olivia Wilde, Emily
Blunt and Gabrielle
Union at Tiffany & Co.
celebration event 
Red carpet fashion

How Camilla kept the
wheels turning: The
Queen's natural
warmth and dedication
to duty has brought
smiles to the faces of
royal fans in Charles's
absence
The royal is 76 years old

Ellen DeGeneres
admits being branded
the 'most hated person
in America' was a huge
blow to her ego and
turned her into a
recluse as she
launches stand-up
comeback tour

Camila Alves' mini me!
Brazilian model's, 41,
daughter Vida, 14, is a
dead ringer for her
famous mom as they
support Matthew
McConaughey at
fundraiser in Texas

ADVERTISEMENT

Former New York
GIants player Korey
Cunningham is found
dead at age 28
Also played for Arizona
Cardinals and New
England Patriots

ADVERTISEMENT

Waist Straps - V1
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Wonder Woman star
Gal Gadot looks sleek in
a black gown at Tiffany
& Co. party... just
SEVEN WEEKS after
surprise birth of fourth
daughter
She's back in shape!

Tina Kunakey flashes
her washboard abs in a
black bikini as she
poses for sizzling
Victoria's Secret snaps
The model is the ex wife
of actor Vincent Cassell

Princess Anne's quiet
commitment: How the
'hardest-working royal'
has helped plug a gap
at the heart of the
monarchy during King
Charles's cancer
treatment 

The royals who
stepped up in Charles'
hour of need: How
Queen Camilla, William,
Anne, Edward and
Sophie all shouldered
responsibility for public
duties

Zendaya aces the
promo trail! Actress is
determined to make
Challengers the
blockbuster of the
summer as she serves
up tennis-inspired
looks on the red carpet

Ashley Judd leads
Harvey Weinstein
accusers in outrage
over decision to
overturn one of pervert
movie mogul's rape
convictions
The actress spoke out

Plane perfect! Jet-
setting influencers
reveal their go-to travel
outfits to make sure
they're always
comfortable, warm and
CHIC
Travel fashion
inspiration

Christina Hendricks
puts on a busty display
in a milkmaid dress as
she poses with Shirley
Manson at afternoon
tea ahead of her
wedding to George
Bianchini
Mad Men star posed

The truth
about 'b**tchy' Brittany
Mahomes: Taylor
Swift's 'BFF' unmasked
as 'fake and disloyal' by
insiders who expose
her 'many red flags' 

EXCLUSIVE

No VIP
treatment here! Adam
Lambert appears
flustered as he is
forced to play musical
chairs in Sydney to
make room for other
diners 

EXCLUSIVE

Why did Baby
Reindeer's Martha sign
off every email 'sent
from my iPhone'?
Psychologist weighs in
after viewers were left
baffled by detail in
show
Based on a true story 

Matthew
McConaughey and
Camila Alves are
supported by their
three children at
fundraiser for his
nonprofit Mack, Jack &
McConaughey
It was a family night out

Tom Cruise is every
inch the daring
stuntman as he takes
on Paris' Pont de Bir-
Hakeim bridge on a
motorbike in Mission
Impossible 8 filming 
Filming his franchise

Brittany Mahomes
dazzles in rhinestone
cropped top as she
leads glam parade
alongside Dua Lipa and
Kylie Minogue at Time
100 Gala in NYC
After facing backlash

Shannen Doherty
enjoys lunch outing
with Charmed pal Holly
Marie Combs in
Malibu... amid stage
four breast cancer
battle
Stepped out in all black

Red Hot Chili Peppers'
Flea and wife Melody
Ehsani join Selma Blair
to watch the Lakers
lose 105-112 to the
Denver Nuggets
Hit band from the 1990s

Sex And The City
hunk Gilles Marini
proves he's still got
pecs appeal while
celebrating 25th
wedding anniversary 
Works hard for his form

Olivia Wilde dazzles in
a plunging black dress
as she attends Tiffany
& Co's star-studded
event in Beverly Hills
She joined the A-list
guest list in a black
gown

Eric Bana's lookalike
daughter Sophia, 22,
shares glimpse at her
glamorous life after
announcing modelling
career
Sophia Banadinovich

Damian Hurley reveals
he nearly got his
mother Elizabeth
ARRESTED when he
made her chase his
godfather Hugh Grant
around an airport

Diane Kruger is
effortlessly stylish as
she joins Norman
Reedus for a family bike
ride with their daughter
Nova in New York City
Family bike ride in NYC

Priscilla Presley, 78,
cuts a chic figure in a
camel sweater and
silky bomber jacket as
she treats herself to a
hair makeover in
Beverly Hills
She was casually chic

Zendaya's steamy
tennis movie
Challengers aces its
critics' reviews as they
praise film's 'sexy
romantic triangle' and
'sexual tension'
The reviews are out

Elizabeth Hurley's son
Damian shares
heartbreaking storyline
in debut film Strictly
Confidential was
inspired by grief over
close friend and father
Steve Bing's suicide

Lady in red! Queen
Letizia stuns in scarlet
she joins King Felipe to
pay tribute to Spanish
Olympians
Queen Letizia of Spain,
51, joined King Felipe,
56

Suki Waterhouse
looks incredible in a
cream strapless gown
as she attends Tiffany
& Co event after
welcoming first child
with Robert Pattinson
She's a new mother

Wendy Williams'
court-appointed
guardian demands her
ex-husband Kevin
Hunter pay back $112K
in overpaid alimony
Amid her dementia
battle

Jeremy Clarkson
helps make young
cancer patient's
dreams come true as
12-year-old boy
battling rare disease
rides Lamborghini
tractor and holds the
Stig's helmet

Taylor Swift makes
Australian chart history
with new number one
album The Tortured
Poets Department
Debuted at number one
on the ARIA albums
chart

Supermodels on
Segways! Candice
Swanepoel and Kate
Upton show off their
long legs as they pose
on motorized devices 

EXCLUSIVE

Sarah Jessica Parker
looks typically stylish
in a polka dot coat as
she collects takeaway
pizza and ice cream
The Sex and the City
star stepped out

EPHRAIM
HARDCASTLE: How
Prince Harry could face
pitfalls after making the
US his primary
residence
Inside the royal's
decision

Miley Cyrus and
mother Tish Cyrus put
on a united front as
they step out in LA
amid messy family feud
The Cyrus family have
weathered their storm

Emma Stone reveals
she once 'freaked out'
over changing her
name before she was
famous and prefers to
be called by her real
one now: 'That would
be nice'
Oscar winning actress

Michael J. Fox gazes
adoringly at wife Tracy
Pollan as they pose on
the red carpet before
being honored at the
Time 100 Gala in New
York
At the red carpet event

Zendaya and
boyfriend Tom Holland
have 'discussed
marriage'... eight years
after meeting on
Spider-Man set
Inside the relationship

Wynonna
Judd's wayward
daughter flashes her
middle fingers as she
appears in Alabama
court to beg judge for
release after exposing
herself on highway

EXCLUSIVE

Film fans go wild as
'10/10 perfect'
blockbuster finally hits
the screens: 'This is
THE movie of the year'
Fans have gone wild for
the new film

Lily Allen wraps up in
stylish brown coat as
she leaves Miquita
Oliver's 40th birthday
alongside Nick
Grimshaw
The hitmaker looked
stylish in London

Kylie Jenner is NOT
pregnant with
Timothee Chalamet's
child and the pair are
'still dating' - amid wild
ongoing social media
rumors
Quashed the allegation

Olivia Cooke is seen
having an animated
conversation with actor
Ralph Davis as they
step out for a brisk
walk in Soho
Anatomy of a Scandal
star

Charli XCX's
unearthed Lip Sync
Battle is branded 'a
virtual declaration of
war' and 'a hate crime' -
after star 'sang' track
by Irish band alongside
Union Flag-clad
dancers

Ricky Martin shares
rare photo with his twin
sons Matteo and
Valentino, 15, from
Tokyo vacation: 'The
sun always shines with
these two guys'

Ncuti Gatwa steps
into the swinging
sixties as he looks
stylish in pinstripe suit
in Doctor Who scenes
alongside co-star Millie
Gibson

Dermot Mulroney
reveals he didn't work
for a YEAR after My
Best Friend's Wedding -
and he blames the
poster for the 1997
romcom

Inside Lewis Capaldi's
new life in London as he
settles into $3.6million
pad and reveals he
hopes to start local
soccer team

Maisie Williams puffs
on a cigarette as she
steps out in striped PJ
bottoms and slippers
out and about in NYC
Game of Thrones
actress was smoking

LeAnn Rimes and her
actor husband Eddie
Cibrian deliver brutal
verdict on beloved
Aussie spread
Vegemite
They gave their verdict
on the spread

Jeannie Mai accuses
estranged husband
Jeezy of domestic
violence and child
neglect in shock court
documents
Inside her shocking
claim

Hollywood heartthrob
is unrecognizable as he
is seen on set of Prince
Naseem Hamed biopic
Giant for the first time
The actor, 70, has
undergone a dramatic
transformation 

Prince Harry dons his
medals for video from
the back door of his
Montecito mansion to
present a soldier of the
year award to US
combat medic

Eminem announces
his 12th studio album
The Death of Slim
Shady (Coup de Grace)
with a true-crime
inspired trailer

Madonna shares
behind-the-scenes
album with her children
during Celebration
Tour... after praising
them for 'saving' her
during her health crisis
last year

JoJo Siwa joins
former co-stars Kendall
Vertes, Chloe Lukasiak
and Kalani Hilliker
at premiere of 10-year
reunion special Dance
Moms: The Reunion in
NYC

Fifth Harmony star
Lauren Jauregui
'exploring polyamory'
after split from
girlfriend: 'I don't feel
this monogamous,
held-down energy is
really for me'

Tech
billionaire and his
fitness trainer fiancée
kick off their very
exotic nuptials with a
three-day $2,000-a-
night South African
SAFARI

EXCLUSIVE

Uma Thurman, 53,
looks sensational in
elegant purple gown
and shiny gold jewelry
as she joins A-listers
at TIME 100 Gala in
NYC

Stuttering and bad-
tempered, George VI
was no great looker -
and his pretty bride
had... doubts. But they
tied the knot on this
day in 1923

Jeremy Renner's
comeback continues in
preview for Mayor Of
Kingstown's third
season... 16 months
after shock snow plow
accident

Brittany Mahomes
shakes off 'red flags'
reputation as she
showcases ripped abs
in cropped two-piece
dress to support NFL
star husband Patrick at
Time 100 Gala

Zendaya now reveals
she COULD return to
music if the 'timing'
was 'right'... 11 YEARS
after she last put out a
studio album
She's a singer and
actress

Taylor Swift's new
Eras Tour rehearsal
video has fans
speculating pop star is
adding The Tortured
Poet Department songs
to set list

Taylor
Swift's ex Joe Alwyn
has 'BANNED any
questions about their
romance' during
upcoming press tour
after she savaged him 

EXCLUSIVE

Dua Lipa takes the
plunge in a glitzy silver
Chanel gown as she is
honored at Time 100
Gala in New York City
The British singer
stunned in the silver
gown

Taraji P. Henson the
busty bombshell blows
a kiss on red carpet at
star-studded Time 100
Gala
Posed on the red carpet
in a green ensemble

'Are you friends with
her?' Jersey Shore
Family Vacation: The
Arizona vacation gets
off to an awkward start
as tensions rise
between Angelina and
Sammi

Da'Vine Joy Randolph
is a golden girl as she is
honored at Time 100
Gala after Oscar win for
The Holdovers
Star looked glam in her
nude gown

Reba McEntire reveals
the two country music
legends who inspired
her return to host
Academy Of Country
Music Awards for
record 17th time

Fantasia Barrino gets
a kiss from husband
Kendall Taylor and
mingles with Dua Lipa
as she's honored at
Time 100 Gala in NYC

Kelly Ripa and
husband Mark
Consuelos put on a
cozy display as they
dress to the nines on
Time 100 Gala red
carpet

Kellie Pickler's late
husband Kyle Jacobs
owned 11 firearms,
custom knives and
musical instruments as
his assets are revealed
- more than a year after
his death

Beacher is back!
Beacher's Madhouse to
make triumphant return
at Netflix Is A Joke Fest
after 10 year hiatus

Kanye West mocked
by Jimmy Kimmel for
planning to start a
PORN studio after
opening a Christian
school: 'You can't say
he doesn't have range'

Harvey
Weinstein cried tears of
joy in prison when
court overturned his
conviction and feels
like 'someone is finally
listening to him'

EXCLUSIVE

Australian pop star
Kylie Minogue plays
peekaboo in sparkling
black dress as she's
honored at the TIME
100 Gala in NYC

'Taylor is not looking
back': Taylor Swift's
Kim Kardashian diss
track is her 'final word'
on the reality TV star
amid their years-long
feud

How
Kourtney Kardashian's
'tough love' forced her
ex Scott Disick to seek
help for 'concerning'
Ozempic weight loss -
after she confronted
him

EXCLUSIVE

Rebel Wilson loses
legal battle against
Sacha Baron Cohen to
release memoir without
redactions in Australia

The Shining's Shelley
Duvall, 74, gives rare
interview in which  she
talks about being 'hurt'
by Hollywood - 22
years after she quit
showbusiness 

Becky G dazzles in
ab-baring crystal dress
while Anitta smolders
in futuristic black frock
on the red carpet at
2024 Latin American
Music Awards

Selena Gomez says
social media break was
'most rewarding gift' to
herself while admitting
she gets 'mouthy' to
'defend people I love'

Baby Reindeer's
Jessica Gunning
doubles down on
creator Richard Gadd's
plea for fans of the
show to stop trying to
find the real 'Martha'

'We were completely
ambushed by this':
Young Sheldon star
Annie Potts calls CBS
cancelling the show a
'stupid business
decision'

Russell Crowe is a
possessed actor in a
cursed movie
production alongside
Chloe Bailey in the
eerie first trailer for
new horror film The
Exorcism

Luke Grimes
comments on Kevin
Costner's Yellowstone
departure: 'Whatever
happened there is
unfortunate'

Kim Zolciak attempts
to clarify THAT Kroy
Biermann 'RIP' post
after fans slammed her
for implying he DIED

Hello, You! Penn
Badgley transforms
into dapper stalker Joe
Goldberg to film fifth
and final season of You
in New York City

Kylie Minogue sends
fans wild as she
confirms she is
headlining one of
Europe's largest music
events... after Aussie
festival where she was
set to perform was
axed

Anne Hathaway's role
in The Idea of You was
nearly played by
ANOTHER Hollywood
A-lister, producer
reveals

Jensen Ackles to play
Justin Hartley's brother
in CBS series Tracker -
as duo announce his
casting in humorous
fashion

That's how she does
it! Nicole Kidman
proves her dedication
to fitness as she goes
for a run in the snow in
Austria

Jenifer Lewis reveals
she was 'still on
morphine' while
performing on The
Masked Singer after
near-fatal 10-foot fall in
the Serengeti

Katy Perry tears up as
she is honored with
Champion of Children
Award as she dazzles in
chic white dress at
35th Annual
Colleagues Spring
Luncheon

Mark Wahlberg, 52, 
flaunts his muscles in
shirtless video flexing
during 4 a.m. workout -
amid David Beckham's
lawsuit against his
fitness brand

Brad Pitt's girlfriend
Ines de Ramon, 34, cuts
a casual figure in LA...
after it was revealed
she and the actor, 60,
are struggling to 'move
on' from his divorce
from Angelina Jolie

Benny Blanco says he
was 'the last one to
know' he was in love
with Selena Gomez and
compares realization to
scene from CLUELESS

Braless Freya Allan
puts on jaw-dropping
show in a deeply
plunging gem-
encrusted bodysuit as
she leads arrivals at the
UK premiere of
Kingdom Of The Planet
Of The Apes

Princess
Beatrice's ex-
boyfriend Paolo Liuzzo
conned friend out of his
$60,000 life savings to
take his new girlfriend
on a luxury Caribbean
cruise

EXCLUSIVE

Kathie Lee Gifford, 70,
reveals how she finally
forgave late husband
Frank for his shock
1997 AFFAIR with flight
attendant - but admits
memory of his cheating
is still 'very painful'

90 Day Fiance's Loren
Brovarnik talks
undergoing SEVEN-
hour surgery for
complete 'mommy
makeover' after the
birth of third child
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birth of third child

Jon Bon Jovi reveals
he plans on performing
the song he wrote for
his 'baby' Stephanie at
her upcoming wedding:
'If I can get through it'

'No Diddy': Gucci
Mane takes aim at
Diddy with the new diss
track TakeDat... as he
references sex
trafficking
investigation into the
hip hop mogul

Amanda Seales says
she's done 'protecting'
Insecure co-star Issa
Rae and denies being a
'mean girl' on set while
reflecting on their
alleged feud

Salma Hayek shares
rare photos from her
wedding to Francois-
Henri Pinault as she
celebrates their 15 year
anniversary: 'The
blessing of finding your
soulmate'

Lily Gladstone will co-
star with SNL's Bowen
Yang in remake of 1993
rom-com The Wedding
Banquet

Jeff Bezos' fiancee
Lauren Sanchez quietly
SCRAPS self-funded
$2M movie after thriller
failed to get picked up -
with even Amazon
Prime neglecting to
take it on

Adult film star
Adam22 warns Kanye
West NOT to put wife
Bianca Censori in
Yeezy porn - after
facing FURY for letting
his spouse Lena the
Plug shoot sex scenes
with other men

Keeping up with
Kamala! Kim
Kardashian tells Harris
she's 'just here to help'
and wants to learn
more in dramatic White
House return six years
after meeting Trump

Tori Spelling feared
her divorce from ex
Dean McDermott would
make him 'feel
emasculated' as she
hopes to find a new
partner who is on her
level

Sophia Bush, 41,
announces she is queer
and in love with Ashlyn
Harris as she shares
her former partners
have always known she
was into women: 'I can
finally breathe now!'

Joy Corrigan shows
off her toned tummy in
a crop top and bicycle
shorts during a power
walk in LA... after
revealing her favorite
workout
She dressed for spring

Zendaya goes make-
up free in baseball cap
and trench coat in
NYC... after glamming
up in custom Christian
Siriano for talk show

Kourtney Kardashian
wears a necklace with
the first letter of the
names of all the kids in
her life as she
celebrates her 45th
birthday at IHOP

Gisele Bundchen
looks somber on dog
walk as she is seen for
FIRST time since being
pulled over by police
and breaking down in
tears in Miami
After she was seen
crying
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King Charles to resume public
duties after positive response to…
cancer treatment See more versionsiNews · 7hrs ago

Arne Slot: Liverpool reach
agreement in principle with…
Feyenoord over who will succeed
Jurgen Klopp

See more versionsSky News · 43mins ago

SNP In Crisis: Could Ditching His
Greens Spell The End For Humz…
Yousaf? See more versionsHuffPost · 3hrs ago

British tourist attacked by shark in
Trinidad and Tobago

See more versionsSky News · 1hr ago

Teachers stabbed in school attack
struggling to 'comprehend'…
incident See more versionsMailOnline · 8hrs ago

Reading attacks inquest: Deaths
avoidable, coroner concludes

See more versionsBBC · 7hrs ago

British man accused of being
Wagner spy for Russia ‘led plot …
burn down London building’See more versionsPAYWALL The Telegraph · 2hrs ago

Extraordinary claims of killer
teacher who murdered cheating…
partner See more versionsMailOnline · 8hrs ago

Runaway London horses
‘continue to be cared for and…
closely observed’, Army saysSee more versionsiNews · 3hrs ago

Watch shock moment migrants
overpower French cops & jump …
'taxi boat' to UK See more versionsThe Sun · 4hrs agoClick here to view more

FROM THE
MAKERS OF
CANDY CRUSH

Farm Heroes Saga, the #4
Game on iTunes. Play it
now!
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